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Standard and nerve-intact grafts of the extensor digitotum longus (EDL) muscles 
of rats do not fully recover control values for maximum tetanic tension (P,). We 
compared the physiologic properties of motor units from standard and nerve-intact 
EDL grafts of rats with those of control EDL muscles. Standard grabs were completely 
removed and replaced in their original site. For nerve-intact grafts all physical con- 
nections were severed except for the nerve. Isometric contractile properties of whole 
muscles and single motor units were measured in situ 75 and 50 days after surgery 
for standard and nerve-intact grafts, respectively. Motor units from both types of grafts 
showed a mean and distribution for time-to-peak twitch tension (TPT) not different 
from control motor units. The absolute P. of nerve-intact grafts showed a greater 
recovery than the standard grafts, but was still significantly lower than the control 
value. The average decrease in the P, of motor units from nerve-intact grafts of 16% 
was not different from the decrease in the P,, of the total EDL graft which suggests 
no loss of motor units in nerve-intact grafts. In standard grafts, the 57% decrease in 
P. for the whole muscle was attributable to a 20% decrease in the average tension 
development per motor unit and a 45% decrease in the number of motor units. These 
differences suggest a more complete reinnervation ofthe nerve-intact g&s than standard 
grafts. 

INTRODUCTION 

Successful regeneration of fibers in free whole skeletal muscle autografts 
in rats relies on the spontaneous revascularization and reinnervation of the 
ischemic and denervated tissue. In standard grafts, no attempt is made to 
repair the severed nerve. To evaluate the role of reinnervation on the regen- 
eration of skeletal muscle fibers, Carlson et al. (4) developed a grafting pro- 
cedure in which the motor nerve was left intact. Studies of standard and 

Abbreviations: EDL-extensor digitorum longus, P-tension, P,-maximum isometric tetanic 
tension, TPT-time-to-peak twitch tension, P,-peak twitch tension, PP-fast-fatigable, 
PR-fast-fatigue resistant, Pl-fast intermediate, S-slow. 
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nerve-intact grafts have focused on the restoration of structure and function 
of whole grafts (4, 10). Compared with control extensor digitorum longus 
(EDL) muscles, the maximum isometric tetanic tension (P,,) developed by 
standard EDL grafts varies between 40 and 50% (4,ll) whereas that of nerve- 
intact grafts may attain 90% (4). In both standard and nerve-intact grafts the 
total number of fibers is not significantly different from control muscles (4). 

No information is available on the restoration of structure and function 
of single motor units in regenerated muscles. The present experiments char- 
acterized the function of single motor units in standard and nerve-intact 
grafts of EDL muscles of rats. We hypothesized that the major difference in 
P, between standard grafts and control EDL muscles was due to both a 
decrease in the number of motor units per muscle and a decrease in the 
average P,, of motor units whereas the smaIl difference between the P,, of 
nerve-intact grafts and control muscles resulted solely from a reduced average 
P, per motor unit. We described the contractile properties of the three tra- 
ditional types of motor units found in the control EDL muscles and postulated 
that the average time-to-peak twitch tension and resistance to fatigue of single 
motor units would not be significantly different whether the motor unit was 
situated in a graft or control EDL muscle. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Data were obtained on motor units from grafts and control EDL muscles 
of 65 female Sprague-Dawley rats. The mean weight of the rats was 
250 f 10 g. All rats were exposed to a 12: 12 lightdark cycle and given food 
and water ad libitum. Control data were obtained on 30 rats and the remaining 
35 rats were assigned to experimental groups. 

Surgical Procedures. For operative procedures and measurements of con- 
tractile properties, rats were anesthetized by i.p. injection of sodium pen- 
tobarbital (50 mg/kg), followed by approximately onequarter of the initial 
dose every 1 to 2 h. In 15 rats, the EDL muscle was grafted orthotopically 
using standard procedures. In 20 other rats the EDL muscle was grafted with 
the motor nerve intact. Only one EDL muscle was grafted in each animal. 
The standard procedure involved the transection of the proximal and distal 
tendons and all nerves and blood vessels to the EDL muscle. The muscle 
was then removed and replaced in its original site. The tendons were sutured 
to the stumps of the original tendons but revascularization and reinnervation 
occurred spontaneously. Grafts with nerves intact were obtained in a similar 
manner with the exception that the major nerve branches innervating the 
EDL muscle were not severed. Care was taken to disrupt the small blood 
vessels accompanying the nerve branches. After grafting, the portion of the 
nerves within the nerve-intact grafts undergoes degeneration and regenera- 
tion (4). 
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Contractile Properties. Contractile properties of single motor units were 
measured at 80 f 3 and 52 f 2 days after grafting, for standard and nerve- 
intact grafts, respectively. Those periods of recovery were selected because 
previous studies demonstrated that a variety of morphologic, physiologic, 
and biochemical characteristics have stabilized in these types of grafts by this 
time (4). Our goal was to study motor unit characteristics only in stabilized 
grafts. To isolate the muscle or graft, the skin covering the hind limb was 
first cut around the ankle and then pulled up to the level of the upper thigh. 
The EDL muscle or graft was dissected free and the distal tendon was cut. 
Care was taken not to damage the vascular and nerve supplies. A metal hook 
was tied to the distal tendon of the muscle or graft for attachment to a force 
transducer. 

With the rat in the prone position, the hind limb was placed in a bath 
through an opening in one wall. The bath was sealed by stretching the skin 
over a Plexiglas ring surrounding the hole and tying it in position. The knee 
and the ankle were rigidly fixed with metal pins. The bath contained ap- 
proximately 200 ml mineral oil maintained at 37 f 1°C. 

Isometric contractions of the whole EDL muscle or graft and of single 
motor units were elicited with supramaximal square pulses lasting 0.2 ms. 
The force transducer, (Kulite Semiconductor Products, Model BG- 100) was 
fastened to a rack and pinion device permitting adjustment of muscle length 
and tension. Muscle length was adjusted to give maximum twitch tension 
of the whole muscle. This optimal length (L,,) was held constant for all 
subsequent measurements. Force development during isometric contractions 
was analyzed by a computer and plotted on an X-Y digital plotter. Tensions 
between 0.05 and 250 g could be recorded reliably. Experiments were ter- 
minated when the P,, of the whole muscle was found to be less than 90% of 
the original value. In 95% of cases, the muscles, and therefore the motor 
units, showed little change in tension during the course of the experiments 
which lasted between 8 and 10 h. Peak twitch tension (Pt), time-to-peak 
twitch tension (TPT), half-relaxation time, the frequency-force relationship, 
and the maximum isometric tetanic tension (P,) were first recorded for the 
whole muscle (6). Those same variables were later obtained for each motor 
unit that was isolated. Single motor units were also characterized for their 
resistance to fatigue by stimulating each unit for 200 ms each second at 80 
Hz. The time required for the tension to decline to one-half the initial value 
was used as an index of fatigability. The maximum duration of the fatigue 
test was set at 1000 s. 

When the electrical activity of the contracting motor units was recorded, 
a fine, stainless-steel, monopolar needle was implanted in the EDL muscle 
or graft. The signal was amplified using a Grass PGAC amplifier and the 
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resulting action potential visualized on a storage oscilloscope. Two methods 
of stimulation were used to elicit contractions of single motor units. In some 
animals, single motor units were stimulatedthrough the ventral root filaments. 
In this case, the left hind limb was denervated by transecting the femoral 
and obturator nerves and all branches of the sciatic nerve except the branches 
of the common peroneal nerve innervating the EDL muscle. Axons of motor 
units in rat EDL muscles have been shown to be distributed equally in L4 
and L5 ventral roots. These roots were exposed by laminectomy and transected 
proximally near the spinal cord. The skin around the incision over the vertebral 
column was drawn up to form a pool of mineral oil also at 37°C. The roots 
were dissected under a microscope until only one motor axon supplying the 
EDL muscle was found to be on the electrodes. 

In other cases, single motor units were stimulated through motor axons 
of the common peroneal nerve. The whole sciatic nerve was exposed and 
the common peroneal branch dissected from the rest of the nerve; that branch 
was cut at the level of the hip so that the total length of free nerve available 
for dissection was approximately 3 to 4 cm. All muscles innervated by that 
branch of the sciatic nerve were denervated except for the EDL muscle. The 
nerve branch was kept in the same mineral oil bath used for the limb. At 
that point, the fascia covering the nerve was removed and nerve filaments 
were subdivided progressively until they contained only one axon to the EDL 
muscle. This technique is comparable to that used by Smith and Lannergren 
(17). No differences were observed between data collected by the two different 
methods of stimulation. 

In both types of preparations the criteria for a single motor unit were all- 
or-nothing responses of the mechanical and electrical activities of a muscle 
or graft to finely graded stimuli from subthreshold to supramaximal current 
strength and pulse duration. If during the characterization of a single unit 
the mechanical or electrical tracing showed any evidence of a second motor 
unit firing sporadically, the stimulation protocol was terminated and the 
dissection was resumed. 

Single motor units were classified using the physiologic classification pro- 
posed by Burke et al., (2) but adapted to the faster contracting rat muscle. 
This classification is based on the sensitivity to fatigue of motor units and 
on the presence or absence of “SAG” during unfused tetanic contractions. 
Burke et al. (2) defined SAG as the decline in tension development observed 
immediately after attainment of maximum tension. during unfused tetanic 
contractions. Fast-twitch motor units invariably showed SAG whereas slow- 
twitch motor units never showed SAG. Using the criteria of SAG and fati- 
gability, single motor units were typed as slow (S), fast-fatigable, (FF), or 
fast-fatigue resistant (FB). In this study, fast units with fatigue times of less 
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than 100 s were classified as FF units and the FR typing was ascribed to 
units with fatigue times greater than 250 s; units with values between 100 
and 250 s were referred to as fast intermediate units (FL). 

Statistical Tests. A one-way analysis of variance was used to compare the 
data from the three groups of muscles. When the F ratio was significant, 
group means were compared with the Duncan multiple range test. 

RESULTS 

The contractile properties of control muscles, standard, and nerve-intact 
grafts are presented in Table 1. The mean wet weight of standard grafts was 
80% of that of control EDL muscles and this difference was found to be 
statistically significant. No significant difference was found between the muscle 
weight of nerve-intact grafts and control muscles. 

The mean absolute P, for control EDL muscles was 1.67 f 0.1 N. For 
standard and nerve-intact grafts, the absolute P, was 43 and 80% of the 
control value, respectively. When normalized for the total cross-sectional 
area, P, was 21.4 N/cm* in control EDL muscles and 9.3 N/cm* and 16.3 
N/cm* for standard and nerve-intact grafts, respectively. All these differences 
were statistically significant. 

TABLE 1 

Comparison of Isometric Contractile Properties of Autografts to Control 
Extensor Digitorum Longus Muscles” 

Autografts 

Control Standard 
(N = 35)* (N = 11) 

Muscle mass (g) 157.6 f  8.4 126.7 + 13.1* 
Time-to-peak 

tension (ms) 11.9 * 0.2 12.4 ? 0.3 
l/2 Relaxation time 

(ms) 10.6 f  0.3 12.1 * 1.0* 
Maximum isometric 

tension (N) 1.67 & 0.09 0.71 + 0.10** 
Maximum isometric 

tension (N/cm2) 21.4 + 1.1 9.3 + 1.2** 
Twitch:tetanus 

tension ratio 0.184 + 0.009 0.101 f  0.009** 

’ Data are group means + SE. 
* Number of muscles used. 

* Significantly different from control value (P < 0.05). 
** Significantly different from control value (P < 0.01). 

*** Significantly different from standard graft value (P < 0.01). 

Nerve-intact 
(N = 18) 

154.7 f  9.8 

12.0 + 0.5 

12.4 + 0.6** 

1.3 1 f  0.09**,*** 

16.3 f  0.9***** 

0.136 + 0.009**~*** 
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The values for TPT for each of the three groups were not significantly 
different with an average value close to 12.0 ms. Half-relaxation time was 
found to be significantly longer in both groups of autografts compared with 
10.6 + 0.3 ms obtained for control EDL muscles. A twitchtetanus ratio of 
0.18 f 0.01 was calculated for control muscles. The values of 0.10 f .Ol 
obtained for standard grafts and 0.14 +- .O 1 for nerve-intact grafts were sig- 
nificantly smaller than the control value. 

Characteristics ofMotor Units. The distribution of absolute P, values for 
motor units of control muscles and of standard and nerve-intact grafts is 
shown in Fig. 1. Control EDL muscles showed a major distribution peak 
between 10 and 30 mN and a second peak between 40 and 60 mN. Some 
motor units had P, values as high as 100 to 120 mN. Compared to a value 
of 9% for control EDL muscles, more than 40% of the motor units in standard 
grafts had values for P,, equal or less than 10 mN. The distribution for 
standard grafts, unlike that for nerve-intact grafIs, covered the same range 
of absolute P,, values as control EDL muscles. Some motor units in standard 
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FIG. 1. Distribution of the absolute maximum isometric tetanic tension for control extensor 
digitorum longus (EDL) muscles, standard, and nerve-intact grafts. Data from 86 motor units 
from control EDL muscles, 45 motor units from standard EDL grafts, and 36 motor units from 
nerve-intact EDL grafts. 
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grafts produced tetanic tensions up to 120 mN. Nerve-intact grafts, by com- 
parison, had a larger proportion of their motor units with P, values between 
10 and 30 mN. The peak observed between 40 and 60 mN for control muscles 
was absent in nerve-intact grafts as were the units with very large P, values.. 
The mean absolute P, for motor units from control EDL muscles was 
38 + 3.6 mN. Mean absolute P,,‘s were 79 and 84% of the control value for 
motor units of standard and nerve-intact grafts, respectively. 

The range of relative tensions within the muscles is more clearly shown 
when the P, of motor units is expressed as a percentage of the whole muscle 
P, (Fig. 2). The distribution for standard grafts differed from that of the other 
two. Most motor units of standard grafts were found under one single large 
peak between 0 and 4% P/P, whereas the largest units reached relative tensions 
of 14%. Control muscles and nerve-intact grafts had very similar distributions 
with respect to the shape and range of the histogram. 

The distributions of values for TPT in control EDL muscles, standard, 
and nerve-intact grafts were very similar (Fig. 3). These distributions had the 
same relative shape and extended over the same range. By interrelating the 
physiologic properties of motor units, a three-dimensional physiologic profile 
can be obtained. Figure 4 shows the profile for control EDL muscles. Type 
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FIG. 2. Distribution of the maximum isometric tetanic tension (PO) for the same motor units 
showed in Fig. 1 plotted as percentage of P,, for the whole muscle. 
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FIG. 3. Distribution of isometric twitch time-to-peak tension for EDL motor units from control 
muscles (N = 55), standard (N = 33), and nerve-intact grafts (N = 39). Data obtained at 37°C 
with muscle length adjusted to produce maximum twitch tension of the whole muscle. 

FF units were easily identified because they formed a cluster with low values 
for fatigue index and TPT and large values for PO. Type S units are identified 
by a long TPT, low values for PO, and no evidence of SAG. The distribution 
of fatigue indices was continuous between the FF and FR type units. High 
fatigue indices were associated with low P,‘s, whether the unit was of type 
S or FR. With this classification, fast units formed a continuum of values 
for TPT ranging from 6.8 to 16 ms. 

The physiologic profile of standard grafts (Fig. 5) was similar to that of 
control EDL muscles. However, relatively more motor units were classified 
as FF units than in the control muscles. Nerve-intact grafts showed some 
motor units with a relatively long TPT and a low fatigue index (Fig. 6). In 
control muscles, a high value for TPT was always associated with a high 
fatigue index. 
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FIG. 4. Three-dimensional diagram illustrating the profile of motor units for control EDL 
muscles (N = 45). Increasing values of fatigue index denote increasing resistance to fatigue during 
a standardized tetanic stimulation protocol. Each line, bound by black and white circles, indicates 
an individual motor unit. Time-to-peak twitch tension (TPT) and fatigue index are indicated 
on the ordinate and abscissa. The height of the line is the maximal isometric tetanic 
tension (PO). 

The average number of motor units per muscle can be estimated by dividing 
the average PO of whole muscles by the mean PO of motor units. This method, 
when used with a sample of motor units representative of the whole population 
of motor units, gave results similar to those obtained by the counting of the 
alpha-motoneurons (15). The number of motor units estimated for control 

FIG. 5. Profile of motor units for standard EDL grafts (N = 33). Note the appearance of a 
large number of very small motor units. game legend as Fig. 4. 
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EDL muscles was 44. Nerve-intact gralts had an almost identical value of 
41 and an average of only 24 motor units per muscle was found for the 
standard grafts. 

The relative proportions of the different motor unit types in control EDL 
muscle and both types of grafts are shown in Table 2. Significant differences 
in motor unit composition were observed among the three groups. Whereas 
36% of the control motor units were classified as FR units, 64% of the motor 
units in nerve-intact grafts were of the FR type. In spite of differences in 
motor unit composition, no significant difference was observed among the 
three groups for the average fatigue index for motor units. 

DISCUSSION 

The EDL muscle of rats has been studied extensively as the classic fast- 
twitch muscle in comparison with the slow-twitch soleus muscle (6, 7, 16). 
For EDL muscles studied in situ, values for TPT range from 11 to 12 ms 
(6, 7) and values for half-relaxation time from 8 to 11 ms (4, 6, 7). Our 
values for TPT and half-relaxation time for control EDL muscles are in good 

TABLE 2 

Number and Percentage of Types of Motor Units in Autografts Compared 
with Control Extensor Digitorum Longus Muscles 

Autografts 

Control Standard 
(N = 86)” (N = 45) 

Nerve-intact 
(N = 36) 

b Average motor unit maximum 
tetanic tension (mN) 38.0 + 3.6 

b Average motor unit fatigue 
time (s) 394.1 + 68.4 

c Estimated number of motor 
units per muscle 44 

% PR unitsd 36 
% PP units 38 
% PI units 21 
7% S units 5 

D Number of motor units characterized. 
b Data are group means + SE. 

30.2 -c 5.4* 32.1 + 4.3* 

346.8 + 61.4 452.5 k 76.1 

24 41 
30 64 
24 18 
34 13 
12 5 

c Mean whole muscle P, divided by mean motor unit P,,. By using only the muscles or grafts 
where we were able to characterize at least five motor units, the estimates for the number of 
motor units per muscle were 47 + 7 for control muscles, 21 + 4 for standard g&Is, and 42 + 4 
for nerve-intact grafts (2 + SE). The difference between control muscles and standard grafts was 
significant (P c 0.01). 

d PR-fast-fatigue resistant, PP-fast fatigable, PI-fast-intermediate, S-slow. 
l Significantly different from control value (P < 0.02). 
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agreement with these values. Similarly, our value of 0.18 for twitch:tetanus 
ratio of control EDL muscles is not significantly different from the value of 
0.19 reported by Close (6, 7). 

When P, is normalized per cm2 of cross-sectional area, values ranging 
from 15 to 30 N/cm2 have been reported for various mammalian muscles 
(8). Our value of 2 1.4 f 0.9 N/cm* for control EDL muscles is in the middle 
range of these data. Our value for normalized P, was obtained at the end 
of long experiments during which many maximum contractions were elicited. 
Because repeated contractions induce significant weight gains compared with 
nonactive muscles (14), our value for normalized P, is an underestimation. 
Faulkner et al. (11) reported a mean weight gain of 20% after repeated con- 
tractions by EDL muscles of cats. A correction for a 20% weight gain would 
increase the normalized P, of the EDL muscles to approximately 26 N/cm*. 

Our distribution of values for TPT of motor units from control EDL 
muscles of rats is similar to that of Close (7). Both the shape of the histogram, 
with the main peak occurring between 9 and 11 ms, and the range of TPT 
values observed are similar. Like Close, we found only two motor units with 
values of TPT more than 20 ms. This observation agrees with the data on 
histochemical fiber typing which classifies 2% of the fibers in EDL muscle 
of rat as slow (1). 

Values of P, for control motor units were found to be distributed in the 
range of 0 to 8% of the P, of the whole muscle. Close (7) reported a similar 
histogram for the distribution of P, values. By dividing the average P, for 
whole muscles by the average P, for motor units, Close estimated the number 
of motor units present in control EDL muscles of rat to be approximately 
40. Our value of 44 motor units per control EDL muscle is in reasonable 
agreement with that value. Based on contraction times and tension devel- 
opment of whole muscles and single motor units, we conclude that our data 
for control EDL muscles agree with published results for the contractile 
properties of control EDL muscles and motor units of rats measured in situ. 
Therefore, our sample of motor units appears to be representative of the 
whole population of units. 

In a comparison of standard and nerve-intact grafts, Carlson et al. (4) in 
rats and Faulkner et al. (11) in cats reported that the presence of an intact 
nerve significantly improved the functional recovery of muscle autografts. 
In rats the average P, of the nerve-intact grafts was 9 1% of the control value 
and standard grafts 57%. Our values of 84 and 42% for nerve-intact and 
standard grafts are in good agreement with those values. Twitch tension and 
the twitch:tetanus ratio also recovered to a greater extent in the nerve-intact 
grafts than in the standard grafts. 

The normalized PO’s of autografts were 9.3 and 16.3 N/cm’, respectively, 
for standard and nerve-intact autografts. These values are significantly lower 
than the 21.4 N/cm2 obtained for control muscles. Skeletal muscle grafts 
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FIG. 6. Profile of motor units for nerve-intact EDL grab (N = 26). Motor units with relatively 
slow time-to-peak tension values and low fatigue indices were found. Same legend as Fig. 4. 

have increased amounts of connective tissue compared with control muscles 
(4, 9, 11, 12). Based on an increased mass of connective tissue in grafts, a 
significantly lower value for P, normalized for the total cross-sectional area 
was expected. 

Carlson et al. (4) found that both TPT and half-relaxation time were not 
significantly different from control values in both standard and nerve-intact 
grafts. Our findings for TPT values of standard and nerve-intact grafts support 
this observation. The small but significantly prolonged values for halfrelax- 
ation time may be attributed to mechanical factors (5). These observations 
are consistent with previous reports that regenerated skeletal muscle fibers 
have normal contractile properties (11). The differences observed between 
regenerated muscle in grafts and control muscles result from the smaller 
viable cross-sectional area of grafts and the larger proportion of connective 
tissue (4). 

Some aspects of the motor unit distribution of grafts differed from those 
of control EDL muscles. Standard grafts were composed of a few abnormally 
large motor units and a large number of small motor units. The number of 
motor units per muscle was estimated at only 24 in standard grafts whereas 
nerve-intact grafts contained 41 motor units. These findings support our 
hypotheses concerning the decreased maximum tension development in au- 
tografts. Nerve-intact grafts have approximately the same total number of 
motor units as control EDL muscles, but on the average each motor unit 
produces less tension. For standard grafts, the reduced P, results from a 
decreased number of motor units and significantly smaller tension devel- 
opment per motor unit. Faulkner et al. (11) reported that the specific tension 
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(N/cm2) of grafts was not different from that of control muscles. Therefore, 
the maximum tension development of a motor unit of a graft is dependent 
on the number of muscle fibers composing the unit and on the cross-sectional 
area of the muscle fibers. Because the total number of muscle fibers in stabilized 
standard and nerve-intact EDL grafts of the rat is unchanged compared to 
control muscle (4), the decreased average P,, of motor units in grafts is the 
result of a decrease in the mean fiber cross-sectional area. 

Most differences between standard and nerve-intact grafts may be attributed 
to differences in the process of reinnervation. Whereas in the nerve-intact 
grafts nerve fibers regenerate through the old nerve channels, nerve fibers in 
standard grafts must grow through the endomysial connective tissue before 
reaching the regenerating muscle fibers (4). Our data on the number of motor 
units in standard grafts support the hypothesis that some nerve fibers do not 
find a passage through such a barrier. 

In motor units of the gastrocnemius muscle of the cat, Burke et al. (2) 
found a clear division between the type FF and FR units in terms of resistance 
to fatigue. Motor units of skeletal muscles of rats, unlike motor units of cat 
skeletal muscles, have not been characterized as regards their resistance to 
fatigue. Although our fatigue index was obtained with a higher firing frequency 
adapted to the faster contraction of EDL muscles of rats compared with cats, 
a comparison with the data of Burke et al. is valid. Our data show that in 
control EDL muscles and in grafts there is a continuum of values for fatigue 
indices ranging from the low values of type FF units to the high values of 
the type S units. Other studies have also observed such a continuum (3, 18). 

The motor unit profiles of both standard and nerve-intact grafts were 
different from that of control EDL muscles. In control muscles, slow TPT 
values were associated with high fatigue indices, whereas in the nerve-intact 
grafts motor units with relatively slow TPT values ( 16 to 18 ms) and low 
fatigue indices were found. Those units can be compared with the type IB 
fibers (slow-fatigable) that can be found in skeletal muscles of rat after a 
variety of operative procedures (13). Even though numerous hypotheses have 
been postulated, the basic mechanism underlying the status of these fibers 
remains obscure. 

In summary, the decrease in P,, observed in stabilized standard and nerve- 
intact grafts is consistent with modifications in the populations of motor 
units. The average motor unit P,, was decreased in both the standard and 
nerve-intact grafts. In addition, standard grafts showed a decrease in the total 
number of motor units. The differences between the populations of motor 
units of standard and nerve-intact grafts can be attributed to incomplete 
reinnervation of standard grafts. 
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